
Bed Bugs 
 

Bed bugs are small, oval shaped insects that feed on the blood of people and animals while they sleep. They 

can live up to 18 months without feeding. Bed bugs are not able to jump or fly and do not have wings. There 

are no known cases of diseases being transmitted by bed bugs.  
 

Bed bugs can live and hide in: 

seams, creases, and folds in mattresses 

bed frames and baseboard cracks 

under beds, couches and chairs, area rugs, and the edges of carpets 

in drawers and anywhere dark.  
 

Signs and Symptoms 
 

itching, a rash, mosquito-like bites 

bites that often appear in a line of three 

rust coloured droppings on bedding 
 

Prevent Bed Bugs 
 

Bed bugs can be carried from one place to another on objects such as furniture and clothing. Bed bugs can 

travel from apartment to apartment along pipes, electrical wiring, and other openings. To prevent  

bed bugs: 

Remove clutter and vacuum frequently around and under furniture.   

Inspect used furniture or clothing before buying.  

Avoid bringing in used mattresses and box springs into your home.  

When travelling keep all of your belongings in the luggage and keep the luggage above the floor.  

On return from travelling, keep your luggage outside of your home (e.g. garage) and wash all of your 

clothes in hot water and put them in a hot dryer for 20 minutes.  
 

At Home 
 

If you find bed bugs in your home: 

Talk with your landlord or a professional pest control operator. 

Wash all of your linens and clothing in hot water and air dry for 20 minutes. 

Vacuum thoroughly using a nozzle attachment and remove unnecessary clutter. 

Seal cracks and crevices between baseboard, on floors, and walls. 
 

At the Hospital  
 

All patients with bed bugs will be placed on precautions. This means that staff and visitors will wear a gown 

and gloves when they are in contact with the patient or items in the patient’s room. All patients with bed 

bugs must remain in their rooms except for required tests. If a patient must leave his/her room for a test they 

will be provided with a clean gown and gloves that are worn to prevent the spread of bed bugs to others. 
 

Contact 
 

For information call the Regional Infection Prevention and Control Department at  

(306) 766-3428.  
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